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 The Importance of Being Earnest: 

The Original Theatre Company Touring Production 

The Original Theatre Company’s The Importance of Being Earnest is the most recent production by 

its Artistic Director, Alastair Whatley. The Company provides a valuable service by producing plays 

for small theatres, particularly away from London, which may otherwise find it hard to attract 
producers.   

 The production started its four months’ provincial tour at the Yvonne Arnaud Theatre in 

Guildford, Surrey. The tour continues at Theatre Royal, Winchester (5-10 March), Manchester Opera 
House (13-17 March), Salisbury Playhouse (20-24 March), Garrick Theatre, Lichfield (27-31 March), 

Churchill Theatre, Bromley (3-7 April), Cambridge Arts Theatre (9-14 April), Theatre Royal, York 

(17-21 April), Devonshire Park Theatre, Eastbourne (24-28 April), Theatre Royal,  Windsor (30 

April-5 May), and Royal & Derngate Theatre, Northampton (8-12 May). 
 It is an excellent production with 

some interesting new ideas.  

 When Thomas Howes appears as 
Algy, full of vanity, confidence and cynicism, 

and with splendidly clear diction, it is 

immediately evident that this is going to be a 
faithful and enjoyable production. He and 

Peter Sandys-Clarke as Jack, in an equally 

accomplished performance, make a delightful 

double act.   
 Gwen Taylor as Lady Bracknell 

wears a striking lilac and yellow ensemble 

and a majestic hat to match. When she 
interrogates Jack and hears his account of 

how he was found, she successfully combines 

indignation with amusement at the absurdity 
of Jack’s answers.  

 Kerry Ellis’s Gwendolen wears a 

blue and orange outfit rather like a younger 

version of that worn by her Lady Bracknell; 
she is formidable and clearly will become 

like her mother in much less than a hundred 

and fifty years. 
 Louise Coulthard is a charmingly 

precocious and wilful eighteen-year-old 

Cecily. She is spirited and witty and a match 

for Gwendolen’s arrogance in verbal combat. 
 Susan Penhaligon as Miss Prism 

delivers her pronouncements on the 

importance of German grammar dogmatically but in a slightly erratic way.  The explanation for this 
soon becomes apparent: she relies for refreshment on a flask of a non-temperance beverage. Canon 

Chasuble is played most entertainingly by Geoff Aymer. When Miss Prism becomes more and more 

flirtatious, with a touch of inebriated lechery, his combination of discomfort and uneasy pleasure is 
quite delightful to watch.   

 

Thomas Howes as Algernon Moncrieff 

Photo credit: The Other Richard 
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 Lane and Merriman, as is usual, are played by the same actor, and Simon Shackleton 
(applying a moustache when he is Merriman) does well in both roles, enduring the caprices of his 

employers with resignation and disapproval.  

 This touring production is energetic, intelligent and straightforward. The individual 

performances are all good and the teamwork of the cast contributes much to a delightful evening. A 
full review by Donald Mead will be published in the next edition of the Wildean (July, No. 53). 

 

DONALD MEAD 

 
 

Top Left: Susan Penhaligon (Miss Prism); Top Right: Geoff Aymer (Rev Canon Chasuble);  

Below: Louise Coulthard (Cecily) and Kerry Ellis (Gwendolen) 

Photo credit: The Other Richard  
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‘Wilde Ransomed’: A Presentation by Anne Gaelan 

Leeds City Library, 16 February 2018 

Anne Gaelan is a member of the Arthur Ransome Society and recently joined the Oscar Wilde 

Society. She is a poet and musician and has a particular interest in Arthur Ransome and his Oscar 

Wilde a Critical Study first published in 1912. This is a summary of her talk on 16/02/2018. 

Arthur Ransome was born in Leeds and his place of birth bears a blue plaque to commemorate the 

event. 1910 was a year of change, technologically, musically and in social conditions. Oscar Wilde’s 

works were much suppressed. At this time Martin Secker, the publisher, thought of a project for 

Arthur Ransome who was then a rising star. He had already written on London's bohemia and Edgar 

Allen Poe, he was a prime candidate to challenge the establishment with communist friends and had 

befriended gypsies. 

 Here Ms Gaelan ran a ten-minute film dramatising the meeting between Secker and Ransome. 

In it Secker suggests the idea of a critical study of Wilde’s writings but Ransome, seemingly, does not 

know Wilde’s works. Secker hands over a volume of Wilde’s poetry which impresses Ransome. They 

also discuss De Profundis, Wilde's ‘prison letter’, of which a much edited version had been published 

in 1905. Secker explains that the letter is addressed to Lord Alfred Douglas, not Robert Ross as is 

generally thought.  

 Secker introduces Ransome to Wilde’s friends, including Robert Ross, Robert Sherard and 

Walter Ledger (a collector of Wildeana). He realises that in this circle emotions run high and each 

individual has a particular perspective on the story that is Oscar Wilde’s life. Ransome’s motivation 

is to restore Wilde’s dignity in death, the dignity he had lost during his life. He liked Ross but failed 

to speak to Douglas because of Ross’ opinions of him, even though he could have been introduced. 

Sherard had his own views on Wilde’s life, views that refused to acknowledge any homosexual 

behaviour on Wilde’s part. Ransome enjoyed the commission and through it met French writers who 

had known Wilde and through these contacts he was to translate some French literature. 

 A difficulty arose between Secker and Ransome which eventually led to a change of publisher 

but Secker published Ransome’s study on 12 February 1912.  

 Ransome saw Wilde as a great man who was forced into being an outcast from society. He 

was a marginalised victim. He was accused of posing but Ransome saw this as Wilde ‘on display’. 

His greatness lay in his musicality as a poet not in shallow comedy, but in plays such as Salome, La 

Sainte Courtisane, and others. He saw ‘Wilde the man’. Ross must have been delighted. 

 The study was successful but Alfred Douglas was unaware of it even though it became part of 

the Times Book Club. His wife - Olive Custance - though, was a member and showed Douglas the 

book. By this time Douglas had renounced homosexuality and in reading the Critical Study he learnt 

about De Profundis, that it was: 

...composed of passages from a long letter...selected and put together by Mr. Robert 

Ross with a skill that it is impossible sufficiently to admire...* 

(one can imagine Douglas bristling with hatred just reading these words!)* 

...the letter... to a man to whom Wilde felt that he owed some, at least, of the 

circumstances of his disgrace. It was begun as a rebuke of this friend, whose actions, 

even subsequent to the trials, had been such as to cause Wilde considerable pain.* 

Douglas claimed that he knew nothing of this and that it was a libel, clearly on him (‘this friend’) and 

issued a writ against Ransome.  

 Ransome deleted the ‘offending passage’ from all subsequent editions. 

 Wilde and Douglas had spent time together after Wilde’s release at Berneval, Rouen, Dieppe 

and Naples until the joint actions of Douglas’ mother and Constance Holland in stopping their 

allowances forced them apart and Douglas left Wilde in Naples. 
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Ransome was facing prison and the trial dragged on for thirteen months. In this time Ransome 

changed publisher to Charles Granville who had promised him better returns on his books. 

Unfortunately this was the worst of timing: to the sexual scandal of Wilde and the legal dispute with 

Douglas was added Granville who became a wanted man for embezzlement and bigamy and fled the 

country. He was caught, brought back, tried, and imprisoned for bigamy. It was an added sexual 

flavour to an already intense sexual imbroglio! 

 Ransome won the case: he said that Douglas won it for him with his disputatious performance 

in the witness box. The original manuscript of De Profundis was read out in court which was a 

unique event, the original being locked away in the British Library, and it became a complete 

indictment of Douglas. In itself this was another juicy scandal. 

 Ross was undone: the attention was entirely on Wilde's homosexuality and relationship with 

Douglas. From the 1913 trial until Ellman’s biography of Wilde in 1987 Douglas has been cast as the 

baddie. 

 Ransome liked the quality of Wilde’s poetry, especially The Harlot’s House and Endymion 

(subtitled: For Music.) Ms Gaelan read part of The Harlot’s House which she described as musical 

and asked: ‘How did Oscar Wilde acquire musical poetic skill?’ The answer, she suggested, lay in 

Wilde’s home: his brother William was an accomplished pianist. Throughout Wilde’s works there are 

mentions of composers, for example Chopin is named in both The Picture of Dorian Gray and The 

Critic as Artist. He developed a musicality and was moved by music. Ms Gaelan went on to mention 

that Constance and Alfred Taylor were both musical and that many of the young men Wilde met 

through him wanted a career on the music hall stage. She considers The Ballad of Reading Gaol as 

‘song-like’ poetry. 

 Here Ms Gaelan showed another film about Wilde and Douglas at Rouen where Douglas is 

persuading Wilde to start writing again. 

 Following this episode Wilde meets Douglas in Italy. Wilde strikes out in a new musical 

direction by proposing to write a libretto for an opera by Dal Young on the story of Daphnis and 

Chloe. Douglas was helping. But they were soon harassed, first by the British Embassy which 

objected to the way they were living and then both their allowances were stopped. 

 Wilde never gained peace but has justly been rehabilitated. This rehabilitation began with 

Ransome’s Critical Study but Ransome has never received the accolades he deserves for this. He did 

more than anyone to bring Oscar Wilde’s name back into the public sphere and Wilde has now won 

acceptance as an artist. All this was achieved by Ransome, a northerner, who risked his liberty to 

achieve it. 

 

GEOFF DIBB 

Afterword by the Reviewer: 

Arthur Ransome’s Critical Study of Oscar Wilde is an excellent piece of work and the first of its kind. 

Ransome undoubtedly risked everything by exposing himself to Alfred Douglas’ bitter feelings about 

his life with Wilde, his feelings about Robert Ross and his willingness to ‘go to court’. However, 

despite this, I feel that Ransome cannot be given the accolade Ms Gaelen suggests: Robert Ross 

worked tirelessly on Wilde’s behalf in editing and publishing the much shortened version of his 

prison letter as De Profundis in 1905 and then The Collected Works of Oscar Wilde in 1908 and the 

second collected works in 1909-11, all of these works being referenced by Ransome. I feel that the 

accolade of doing the most to put Wilde back in front of the public must go to Robert Ross. 

 Of Wilde's ‘musicality’: this is decidedly a new observation and one not shared even by many 

of Wilde’s supporters. Any commentator with a view has disparaged Wilde’s knowledge of music. 

Ms Gaelan, I feel, is relying on her musical and poetic talents in spotting this feature of Wilde’s 

work. However I see no reason why further research and a more detailed study of Wilde's life and 

works couldn’t rehabilitate him on this ‘score’. 

 

* The reviewer has inserted this text from Ransome’s Critical Study. 
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The Statue That Wasn’t There 

Regular readers will recall Leon Coward’s ongoing project, an animated film of Wilde's ‘The Happy 
Prince’. A number of members have kindly assisted him with his research. In the following article he 

shares some of his discoveries with us: 
 

In recent years, it has been suggested that Cole’s monument in Forthill Park, Enniskillen, could have 

been inspiration for The Happy Prince’s titular character of a statue atop a tall column. After all, 

Wilde attended Portora Royal School which was 1.1 miles away from the monument. This being said, 
Wilde’s inspiration need not have been restricted to one statue alone. 

When I began research for The Happy Prince animation, a Wildean suggested the possibility 

of the story having been inspired by the poverty which Wilde witnessed in Dublin city during his 
childhood. Although THP is not set in Dublin or any other actual city, the suggestion prompted some 

thoughts on possible inspirations from Dublin. A statue on a tall pillar is by no means an anomaly in 

Ireland—but it would be rare to find a statue that overlooked a city in the way the Happy Prince does.

 I sought out the statues and 
monuments of Dublin but to no avail, till 

the thought occurred: nobody would 

connect the Prince to a real statue if that 
statue was not there to inspire the 

connection. One would have to look for 

statues in Dublin’s past.  
In the detail from H. W. Brewer’s 

1890 Bird’s Eye View of Dublin reproduced 

on the next page, we can see the cityscape 

not long after THP’s publication. I’ve taken 
the liberty of labelling some landmarks so it 

easily corresponds with present-day Dublin. 

Wilde’s original home in Merrion Square is 
situated to the right and behind Parliament 

Square (landmark 13). 

Looking closely, to the right of St 

Mary’s Pro-Cathedral (14), one can make 
out a column amidst the sea of buildings. It 

is a structure that soars above the rooftops, 

emerging like a beacon, and this has not 
been part of Dublin’s landscape since 1966. 

This monument is Nelson’s Pillar, 

located on Sackville Street (since renamed 
O’Connell Street) and was opened in 1809 

(predating Trafalgar Square’s 1843 

Nelson’s Column). This monument stood 

40.8 metres tall, dwarfing the surrounding 
buildings. The internal staircase allowed 

visitors to emerge onto a viewing platform, 

at the base of Horatio Nelson’s likeness, 
offering fine panoramic views of the city. 

The monument was blown up by Irish 

republicans in 1966 and, after being cleared 
entirely away, the site remained empty until 

the construction of the Spire of Dublin in 

2003. 

Did Nelson’s Pillar inspire the Happy Prince? There is no reason to think it directly inspired 
it. But there can be little doubt that this image would have impressed itself upon Wilde. 
 

 

 
 

Petrie, G., and Winkles, R. ‘Nelson's Pillar, Sackville-Street, 
Dublin’ in Dublin delineated in twenty-six views, etc (Dublin: G. 

Tyrrell, 1837), p.89, Image courtesy of the British Library. 
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Landmarks 

1 Four Courts 

2 O’Donovan Rossa Bridge 

3 St Audoen’s Church 

4 Christ Church Cathedral 

5 Synod Hall (Dublinia) 

6 Dublin Castle 

7 South City Markets 

8 Saint Andrew’s Church 

9 City Hall 

10 Grattan Bridge 

11 Ha’penny Bridge 

12 O’Connell Bridge 

13 Parliament Square 

14 St Mary’s Pro-Cathedral 

15 Rotunda Hospital 

 

*** 

 

If you would like to contact Leon Coward to provide your insight, concerning in particular the 

‘origins, symbolism and references’ of Wilde’s story, or otherwise wish to assist in this project please 

do so through the editor at: aaron.philip.eames1@gmail.com.  

 

 
 

Brewer, H. W. "Bird's Eye View of Dublin", supplement to The Graphic (London: H. R. Baines & Co, 27 Dec 1890),  

Map reproduction courtesy of the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library. 

mailto:aaron.philip.eames1@gmail.com
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Book Review: The Last Days of Oscar Wilde by John Vanderslice 

Welcome, Wildean etymologists all. Let’s begin with the technical stuff: a couple of definitions: 

 Uranian a male homosexual. Noun particularly used in the late nineteenth century. 

Unitarian a person who belongs to a Christian theological movement named for its belief 

that the God in Christianity is one entity, as opposed to a Trinity.  

A Nonconformist.  

Of course, these terms are not exclusive: Uranians can be Unitarians and Unitarians can be Uranians. 

And I am sure that some are, although Unitarians may be less than willing to admit to being such, even 

in these enlightened times. But the late nineteenth century had plenty of both. However, during Wilde’s 

life, being a Uranian was, as a bare minimum, frowned upon. And it is to Mr Vanderslice’s immense 

credit that we learn from even a cursory glance at the earlier parts of his biography of Wilde post-prison, 

that Wilde himself and some of his closest friends were people who saw themselves as Unitarians. 

Perhaps we should not be too surprised: after all Wilde must have known Nonconformists quite well 

because he hated their meat teas (The Decay of Lying.) A more detailed reading of the early sections 

shows us that Uranians seem almost a side issue, these men only receiving one reference throughout the 

early chapters. I quote from page 21 where reference is made to a gentleman who knew Wilde before 

prison: 

He and Bosie’s dedicated assistance to urbane gentlemen like this one, who both were desperate to 

satisfy their Unitarian tendencies and avoid exposure, was an aspect of his London life – and his 

relationship with Bosie – that he preferred to forget.  

This is new information to me. Another Unitarian friend was very close to Wilde, especially in these last 

years. From page 23 where he is talking to Robbie Ross: 

Their mutual Unitarian friend Reginald Turner was becoming quite the item in the London paper 

scene... 

 Many of us, probably blinkered by out-of-date biographies, have preconceptions of Wilde and 

his later life which are dominated by his and his friends’ homosexual – Uranian – tendencies. In fact, 

only a few months ago I finished reading Mr. Frankel’s study: Oscar Wilde The Unrepentant Years 

which covers pretty much the same temporal territory. Yet Unitarianism receives very little attention 

from Mr Frankel: in fact, none at all. Not a single reference in his excellent index even though ‘Uranian 

love’ and ‘Homosexuality’ are covered in detail. I hope Mr. Sturgis in his forthcoming biography of 

Wilde does not fall into error and has studied Mr Vanderslice’s book closely. 

 At the rear of the half title is printed: 

This is a work of historical fiction. Names, characters,  

businesses, places, events, and incidents are either the products of  

the author’s imagination or used in a fictitious manner. 

But that shouldn’t put us off: surely the ‘Paris’ of this study is Paris, ‘Oscar Wilde’ is surely Oscar Wilde 

and ‘Unitarians’ are exactly that. It is published by Burlesque Press but I do not think this suggests a 

lampoon or spoof. What we have is an interesting fictionalised study of Wilde’s last two years which is 

actually quite a good read. I suspect it is self-published: I am no naysayer; I feel that self-publication is 

not an unmitigated disaster in literary terms but a means of bringing authors who are unable to get a 

traditional contract with a publisher in front of the reading public some of them deserve. However, there 

are a number of errors in this book: errors of fact, errors of typesetting and errors resulting from a lack 

of editorial oversight, but I have decided to ignore them in this review... although I have just had a 

thought: ‘Unitarian’, surely, could not be another of those errors, could it? 

 

The Last Days of Oscar Wilde by John Vanderslice, published by Burlesque Press, 2017 

 

GEOFF DIBB 
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English Heritage Members 

Oscar Wilde Play and Meal Package 

In conjunction with Classic Spring, an offer (valid for Monday to Friday evenings and Thursday 
matinees) is currently available for English Heritage Members to see Lady Windermere’s Fan and 
dine at the Savoy Grill for £72.50. The package includes a two-course meal from a set menu and a 
cocktail. 

To book call 0330 333 4814 and quote promo code HERITAGE when prompted. 

To book online please go to: http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/members-area/members-offers/lady-

windermere-offer/  

 

 

Lady Windermere’s Fan 

“★★★★ Hilarious”- The Times 

“★★★★ Samantha Spiro is splendid and deeply moving”- Independent 

 “★★★★ Saunders delivers a scene-stealing, scenery-devouring performance”- The Stage 

 Award-winning director Kathy Burke (The Quare Fellow and Once a Catholic) has brought together 

a talented comedic cast for Lady Windermere's Fan. Samantha Spiro, playing Mrs Erlynne, won an 

Olivier Award for her performance in Merrily We Roll Along at the Donmar Warehouse. Kevin 

Bishop will play Lord Darlington, having recently starred in one-man show Fully Committed at the 

Menier Chocolate Factory and Once In A Lifetime at the Young Vic. 
Comedian, screenwriter and actor Jennifer Saunders also stars as the Duchess of Berwick, 

marking her return to the West End stage for the first time in over twenty years. Jennifer is best 

known for writing and starring in the sketch show French and Saunders and the BBC sitcom 

Absolutely Fabulous, which won international acclaim, a BAFTA and an Emmy. 

 

For tickets: https://ticketing.nimaxtheatres.com/tickets/series/ladywindermeresfan#mapView  

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/members-area/members-offers/lady-windermere-offer/
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/members-area/members-offers/lady-windermere-offer/
https://ticketing.nimaxtheatres.com/tickets/series/ladywindermeresfan#mapView
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Kathy Burke’s production of Lady Windermere’s Fan continues its successful run at the Vaudeville 

Theatre, London until 7 April. You will never forget Jennifer Saunders as the Duchess of Berwick 

singing ‘Don’t Touch My Fan, Sir’ by Kathy Burke. You can see the production in cinemas on 20 

March (with some later showings): https://oscarwildecinema.com/  

 

 
 

You can watch the trailer here! 

 

Guy Chambers’ folk opera version of The Selfish Giant will run from 10 to 14 April. Guy Chambers 

is a long-time collaborator with Robbie Williams, having co-written many of his most popular hits, 

including Angels, Millennium and Let Me Entertain You. Guy has also collaborated with Kylie 

Minogue, Rufus Wainwright, Mark Ronson and Diana Ross, amongst others. He has won three BRIT 

Awards, three Ivor Novello awards and an MTV Video Music Award. 

https://oscarwildecinema.com/
https://youtu.be/MTAlVjn80k4
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This will be followed by An Ideal Husband directed by Jonathan Church (Singin’ in the Rain and The 

Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui, Chichester; West End) An Ideal Husband opens at the Vaudeville 

Theatre (20 April – 14 July), before playing at the Theatre Royal Bath as part of their Summer Season 

(18 July – 4 August). 

Starring real-life father and son Edward (The Audience, West End; The Day of the Jackal, ITV) and 

Freddie Fox (The Judas Kiss, West End; Cucumber and Banana, Channel 4; E4) as the Earl of 

Caversham and his dandified son, Lord Goring. Olivier Award-nominated Frances Barber (Silk, 

BBC; Antony and Cleopatra, Shakespeare’s Globe) will play Mrs Cheveley. 

Simon Callow will be returning later in the season in Frank McGuinness’ version of De Profundis. 

This production received ecstatic reviews from Thomas Wright in The Wildean and Karen Caddick in 

Intentions. It only received six performances early in January, so members will be glad of the 

opportunity to catch up with it. Dates to follow. 

 

       

Summer Lunch at Magdalen College, Oxford 

Saturday 21st July 
 

The Summer Lunch at Magdalen College, Oxford will be held on Saturday 21 July. Please 

put this date in your diaries. Our guest speaker will be Dr Anne Anderson who will give an 

illustrated talk about her research into George Du Maurier who was a cartoonist and author, 

famous for his drawings in Punch and for his novel Trilby. Dr Anderson will be talking about 

his cartoons of Wilde – Inventing Oscar: George du Maurier and Oscar Wilde. 

 

Menus and costs are yet to be finalised. A further notice and booking information will be sent 

when we have agreed these. 
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‘OSCAR’S PEOPLE’: A Conversation Piece. 
Portraits of three Wilde confederates. 
 

 

 

Written and directed by Neil Titley 

 
Presented as a rehearsed reading on:  

Friday, May 25th at 7.30pm  

at the CAA, (Club for Acts and Actors,) 20 Bedford St, Covent 

Garden, London WC2.  

 

Starring: 

Bill Bingham – Oscar Wilde 

Robert Duncan – Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree 

Martin Nichols – The Waiter 

Paddy O’Keeffe – George Bernard Shaw 

Darcy Sullivan – James McNeill Whistler 

x-apple-data-detectors://1/
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Oscar’s People: A Conversation Piece 
Portraits of three Wilde confederates: James McNeil Whistler,  

Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, George Bernard Shaw 

with Oscar Fingal O’Flahertie Wills Wilde 

Club for Acts and Actors, Friday 25
th

 May at 7.30pm 

Neil Titley is familiar to many in the society for his Oscar Wilde one–man show ‘Work is the Curse 

of the Drinking Classes’ as well as his book The Oscar Wilde World of Gossip and his blog detailing 

the trials and adventures of touring around the world being Oscar. You can find it at 

www.wildetheatre.co.uk 

     Neil has written a new conversation piece, set in a Parisian café, which imagines Oscar Wilde 

Wilde in conversation with Whistler, Shaw and Beerbohm Tree. A rehearsed reading of this 

conversation piece will take place on Friday 25
th

 May at 7.30pm, at the CAA, (The Club for Acts 

and Actors at 20 Bedford Street, London WC2E 9HP) in Covent Garden. As the venue is a private 

club, Neil is not able to sell tickets in advance, but suggests a donation of £10 per person, on the 

night, to cover the costs. Attendance will be by prior booking only as seating is limited. Please email 

Vanessa Heron at vheron@oscarwildesociety.co.uk to book a place. 

     We expect this to be a popular event, with members of the Shaw and Whistler societies also 

invited, so I will confirm if you have a place. We have been unable to locate the Tree society, despite 

several suggestions from society members. 

       

Beardsley 120: The Death of Pierrot 

Beardsley 120 is a series of events in Brighton that commemorate 120 years since Aubrey Beardsley’s 

death. Brighton-born artist Aubrey Beardsley died in 1898 at the tragically early age of twenty five. 

The events are co-ordinated by Alexia Lazou (Victorians Valued) and present aspects of Beardsley’s 
life and work in various ways including tours, talks and films. Victorians Valued ‘celebrates the 

lives and works of artists, writers and odd characters of the Victorian era, particularly the 

1890s’.  

 

Selected Programme 

Beardsley’s Brighton Tour – Admissions: Free Entry  

Saturday 10 & Sunday 25 March, 11am – Meet outside W H Smith's bookshop, Brighton 

Station concourse, Queens Road. 

Join guide Alexia Lazou for a gentle 90-120 minute stroll through Brighton, exploring the 

buildings and places associated with the early life of artist Aubrey Beardsley (1872 -1898), 
famous for his innovative black and white illustrations. The tour will end at The Yellow Book 

café/bar, York Place. 

To register: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/beardsley-120-beardsleys-brighton-tour-tickets  

 

Aubrey Beardsley: 120 Years After The Death of Pierrot – Admissions: Free Entry 

Bite-Size Museum Talk, Tuesday 27 March, 12pm, Brighton Museum & Art Gallery.  

No booking required. [Not organised by Victorians Valued] 

See two of Beardsley’s original drawings close up, and hear from Alexia Lazou about some 

of the ways he has been commemorated during the 120 years since his untimely death. 

For further information: https://brightonmuseums.org.uk/discover/events/event   

 

For the full programme please visit: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/beardsley-120-the-death-
of-pierrot-tickets-42297195049  

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/beardsley-120-beardsleys-brighton-tour-tickets
https://brightonmuseums.org.uk/discover/events/event
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/beardsley-120-the-death-of-pierrot-tickets-42297195049
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/beardsley-120-the-death-of-pierrot-tickets-42297195049


Beardsley 120 
The Death of Pierrot 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

A series of events in Brighton commemorating the 

120th anniversary of Aubrey Beardsley’s death. 

3 – 28 March 2018, various dates and venues 

Visit beardsley120.eventbrite.co.uk 

for the full programme 

https://beardsley120.eventbrite.co.uk/


“�I�wish�I�could�draw�like�you,��
for�I�like�lines�better�than�words��
and�colours�more�than�sentences”.

��—�Oscar�Wilde�to�W�Graham�Robertson,�1888

“�Colours�More�
Than�Sentences”
Illustrated�Editions��
of�The Ballad of Reading Gaol 

14�March�to�8�June�2018�
Berkshire�Record�Office�
9�Coley�Avenue,�Reading�RG1�6AF

An exhibition organised by the Department of English,  
University of Reading and the Berkshire Record Office  
in collaboration with Michael Seeney

Funded by the University Endowment Trust Fund

www.berkshirerecordoffice.org.uk
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Opera North’s Salomé 

Circuit des Yeux’s Haley Fohr performs an original soundtrack to the startlingly seductive 1923 silent 
movie, Salomé, based on Wilde’s play and directed by Charles Bryant. Circuit des Yeux describe their 

live score sound as combining ‘fingerpicked guitar, avant-garde electronics, minimalism and song 

with Fohr’s otherworldly voice’. It was commissioned by Opera North Projects for Leeds 
International Festival. 

Salomé, starring Russian actress Alla Nazimova, was a ‘resounding flop on release, with its 

story and rumours of debauched parties at Nazimova’s mansion on Sunset Boulevard causing it to be 
shunned by the major studios. In the years since, its weirdly beautiful atmosphere and aesthetic – 

combining Art Nouveau, modernism and the glamour of Hollywood’s Golden Age – have led to its 

growing recognition as an exotic gem, and a cornerstone of camp.’ 

 

Showings (Runtime: 75mins) 

Howard Assembly Rooms, Leeds – Saturday 12 May 2018, 7:45pm - £13 

Barbican, Cinema 1, London – Wednesday 16 May 2018, 8:00pm - £15 (plus £3 booking fee) 

 

For details and bookings: https://www.operanorth.co.uk/productions/salome-1923-with-live-score  

For further information about Opera North: https://www.operanorth.co.uk/about  

 

 

       

Queer Between the Covers Exhibition 

The exhibition of queer literature Queer Between the Covers at the Senate House Library contains a 

section relating to Oscar Wilde which includes the copy of Salome presented by Wilde to Aubrey 

Beardsley. Beardsley is described as the only other artist who 'knows what the dance of the seven 

veils is, and can see that invisible dance'. The exhibition runs until 16 June and is free. However, 

registration through the website is necessary prior to a visit. 

http://www.senatehouselibrary.ac.uk/exhibitions-and-events/exhibitions/queer-between-covers/visit 

The catalogue can be accessed here. 

Publicity still for Salomé, 1923 

https://www.operanorth.co.uk/productions/salome-1923-with-live-score
https://www.operanorth.co.uk/about
http://www.senatehouselibrary.ac.uk/exhibitions-and-events/exhibitions/queer-between-covers/visit
http://www.senatehouselibrary.ac.uk/sites/default/files/files/Exhibitions/Queer-between-the-covers/QBTC%20Catalogue.pdf


Senate House Library presents...

15 January–16 June 2018
A free exhibition at Senate House Library

Senate House Library is the central library of the University of London, including the School 
of Advanced Study. With more than two million books and 1,200 archival collections, it is one 
of the UK’s largest academic libraries focused on the arts, humanities, and social sciences. It 
holds a wealth of primary source material from the medieval period to the modern age. The 
Library organises a number of events and exhibitions throughout the year. For information, 
please visit senatehouselibrary.ac.uk.

The Friends of Senate House Library work to increase awareness of the Library’s nationally 
important collections and to raise funds in support of the Library’s activities for researchers. 
The group runs a programme of talks, lectures, seminars, visits, and social events. Members 
receive a regular newsletter with information about upcoming events and exhibitions,  
as well as invitations to exclusive events for Friends. For information, please visit 
senatehouselibrary.ac.uk/about-us/friends.

Senate House Library
Senate House
Malet Street
London WC1E 7HU 
United Kingdom

E: shl.whatson@london.ac.uk
T: +44 (0)20 7862 8500

facebook.com/SenateHouseLibrary

twitter.com/@SenateHouseLib 
#qbtc18

This catalogue is available in alternative formats upon request.  
Please contact shl.whatson@london.ac.uk.

qbtc.senatehouselibrary.ac.uk
qbtc.senatehouselibrary.ac.ukCover art: Mark Mitchell - www.instagram.com/markmillustrator


